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Inside the NOT telescope – opening up the side ports





Life in Space 
 Common or Rare ?

Easy or Hard?







Note the high solar count associated with the 1970s cooling period. Real world application of Svensmark’s theory is 
happening now

LUCA:   
Last 
Universal 
Common 
Ancestor

Protobionts

LIFE on EARTH

Domains Kingdoms

http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/alllife/eukaryota.html
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Protobionts
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Do you feel lucky ?







Gas giant planets

Inner  rocky  planets



Plate Tectonics
too little, too much, just right, too slow

Plate tectonics gives:
*  magnetic field
*  stable temperature
*  more life
*  more species

Our big Moon:
*   stops large tilting 
→ better basis for life



Lucky strikes: The Moon and Jupiter



The  great lunar map-maker of the 17th century, 
Johannes Hevelius populated his chart with seas and 
"selenites" (as he called his lunar inhabitants). The 
battle over lunar life continued throughout the 
eighteenth century, Johann Bode and William 
Herschel being notable among the pro-selenites.

December, 1972 - Apollo 17. Astronaut Harrison Schmitt near the Lunar Rover at Shorty crater. 
(NASA)

THE MOON
Prediction vs 
Reality



Venera 13 Lander images of the surface of Venus. 
The lander touched down at 7.5 S, 303 E, east of 
Phoebe Regio, on 1 March, 1982. It survived on 
the surface for 2 hours, 7 minutes.  The color 
image  shows the lander testing arm. The surface 
is made up of flat, platy rocks and soil. Parts of 
the lander and semi-circular lens covers can be 
seen in both images. (Venera 13 Lander, 
YG06847) 

...thus scientists at the beginning of the 20th 
century concluded that Venus had an 
atmosphere like that of the Earth.Venus came 
to the fore as a theme for science fiction 
novels in the 1930s. They depicted the planet 
as a virgin world with fauna and flora which 
existed on Earth during the Carboniferous and 
Permian periods (jungles, deserts, oceans, 
volcanoes and dinosaurs). 

VENUS
Prediction vs Reality



"Scientists, Agreeing Martians Are 
Super-Race, Believe That Planet 
May Be Signaling to Us".
New York Tribune, February 8, 
1920

Caption: "Scientists agree that the people 
of Mars differ from us in many ways.
The Martians are believed to have very 
large noses and ears and immense lung 
development, because of the rarefied 
atmosphere. Their legs are poorly 
developed, because matter on Mars
weighs less than here and sturdy legs are 
not needed to bear their weight. Birds 
and butterflies are very large and 
beautiful." 

Viking Lander 1 took this image on July 20, 
1976.

MARS
Prediction vs 
Reality



Speculation that any life on Jupiter, or on other 
gas giants, might be ammonia-based life. The 
possibility of "abundant biota" in the upper regions 
of Jupiter's atmosphere was considered in a 1976 
paper by Carl Sagan and Edwin E. Salpeter.

After a six-year voyage through the Solar System, Galileo 
is less than a week away from taking up permanent 
residence around Jupiter. On Thursday 7 December 1995 
Galileo's previously deployed atmospheric probe will 
plunge into Jupiter's cloud tops at 5:56 p.m. EST and 
descend into the giant planet on a parachute. 

JUPITER
Prediction vs 
Reality



Since project OZMA I in 1959 by Frank Drake, about a hundred 
radio-magnetic and other searches were conducted in the U.S. and in 
other countries, and a considerable part of our sky was scanned 
thoroughly and repeatedly, but it remained disappointingly silent. In 
forty-six years not a single artificial intelligent signal or message from 
outer space was received.                         

http://www.csicop.org/si/2006-
03/seti.html

The radio search for intelligent life

SETI
Prediction

 versus
 Reality



Life on the moons of Jupiter or Saturn?

Enceladus

Callisto

Titan 

Europa

Enceladus

Europa Callisto



Space Travel Now:  Gravity Assists



Future Space Travel: Solar Sailing? 



Stanford Torus

Asteroid Habitat

Humans living in interplanetary space



Billions of stars ... with Earth-like planets?





268 extrasolar planets - 4 December 2007 

Extrasolar planets 

2M1207

HR 8799 (center blob) with HR 8799d (bottom), 
HR 8799c (upper right), HR 8799b (upper left)



Habitable Zones



Fermi's Paradox : Where are They?)

The fastest, and cheapest, way to explore and learn about the 
Galaxy is to construct Bracewell-von Neumann probes. A 
Bracewell-von Neumann probe is simply a payload that is a 
self-reproducing automaton with a probe could travel between 
the stars at a very slow pace ( ~ 0.1c). When it reaches a target 
system, it finds suitable material (like asteroids) and makes 
copies of itself . Growth of the number of probes would occur 
exponentially and the Galaxy could be explored in 4 million 
years.n intelligent program (AI) and plans to build more of 
itself

Colonizing the Galaxy

http://abyss.uoregon.edu/~js/ast121/lectures/lec25.html



Bishop Ring

Humans living around other stars ?



Galaxy types 

Irregular
          Spiral
               Elliptical



Galaxy Clusters



Billions of Galaxies



The  Local Group
(... meet the neighbours)



The  Local  Supercluster
(... domestic travellers this way)



The  Local  Universe
(... for international ticket holders only!)



Our (visible) Universe



The “Whole” Universe

Our visible Universe



Where did our Universe come from?   - The ”Multiverse”

Universe building substance
(mix of energy-space-time-laws-constants)

?






